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New Products: MyDigitalSSD BPX Series PCIe 3.0 NVMe Solid State Drives
Say hello to GB/s with MyDigitalSSD’s new Bullet Proof eXpress (BPX) series of PCI Express
3.0 NVMe solid state drives featuring the Phison PS5007 (E7) Enterprise controller - the first
NVMe SSDs that have price, performance, and endurance in mind.
The MyDigitalSSD BPX series rolls out with consumer/client-ready 80mm (2280) M.2 PCIe 3.0
x4 NVMe SSDs featuring 2D MLC 4-plane high-performance NAND that offers blistering
sequential reads/write speeds up to 2.6GB/s (2,600MB/s) and 1.3GB/s (1,300MB/s)
respectively. That’s over 4X faster than a SATA SSD for near-instant responsiveness when
used as either a boot or storage device in Z97 / X99 / Z170 based motherboards.
Designed with the demands of gamers, professionals, enthusiasts, and read-intensive data
centers in mind, BPX SSDs use the Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) protocol to maximize
bandwidth while lowering latency and power consumption for guaranteed peak performance
under the heaviest workloads throughout the drive’s industry leading 5-year limited warranty up
to 1400TBW terabytes written (TBW).
Furthermore, the Phison E7 controller safeguards your data with End-to-End data path
protection and a SmartECC™ engine to ensure data integrity during high-speed transfers. The
E7 also utilizes firmware algorithms such as SmartFlush™ and an optional P-fail circuitry to
prevent in-flight data loss from sudden power interruptions, together with AES 256-bit encryption
to ensure top-of-the line data protection.
Get the most out of today’s next-gen notebooks, Ultrabooks, NUC mini PCs, All-In-Ones,
desktop workstations, and servers; experience GB/s performance today with BPX.
MyDigitalSSD BPX 80mm (2280) M.2 SSDs will begin shipping in early November and are now
available for preorder through authorized retailers at the following MSRPs.
120GB $69.99 | 240GB $114.99 | 480GB $199.99
MyDigitalSSD BPX PCIe NVMe SSDs will also be released in 110mm (22110) M.2, 2.5-inch
(U.2), and Add-in Card (AIC) form factors later this year.
For more information visit, MyDigitalSSD.com.

About MyDigitalSSD
Since 2007, MyDigitalSSD has been at the forefront of the digital storage revolution; delivering
the latest flash technology at consumer-friendly prices to open up new possibilities for users,
companies, and manufacturers around the world.
What started with our flagship line of Bullet Proof solid state drives has grown into a diversified
catalog of award-winning storage solutions that provide industry-leading performance and
reliability in any environment, at home or on the go.
Coupled with a dedicated service team ready to answer any question before and after your
purchase, MyDigitalSSD offers peace of mind whether you’re upgrading your favorite notebook
or building something much bigger.
See the difference MyDigitalSSD makes today.
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